Introduction
This document describes several examples of image filter programs which utilize the RX family's DSP instruction.
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1. General

The RX family CPU core (hereafter referred to as RX) incorporates a 16 × 16-bit multiply-accumulator. The result of executing a typical 32 × 32-bit integer multiplication instruction (MUL instruction) that is used for multiplicative expressions or address calculations is given by the lower 32 bits of the 64-bit result of multiplying two 32-bit numbers. Accordingly, it is assumed that the result of using an MUL instruction does not exceed 32 bits. However, when a numerical value is expressed as a fixed-point number (For example, refer to [1]), it is common that the valid data of the result of a multiplication or a multiply-accumulation is assigned to the upper bits. Therefore, if a multiplication or a multiply-accumulation of fixed-point numbers is carried out using a MUL instruction, the result must be within 32 bits and only a very limited range of numerical values can be dealt with. To solve this problem, the RX supports the instructions to perform the following: multiply-accumulation (or multiplication) by a 48-bit accumulator, rounding operation of the value stored in an accumulator, and data transfer between an accumulator and a general-purpose register. The combination of these multiply-accumulation and rounding operation instructions allows several high-speed operations on fixed-point numbers and data processing performance equal to DSPs. For details on the RX's multiply-accumulation instruction, refer to "RX Family User's Manual; Software" (REJ09B0435). The application note "How to Use Multiply-Accumulation Instruction" (R01AN0254EJ) explains how to use these multiply-accumulation and rounding operation instructions. In addition, the application note "How to Use Intrinsic Functions for Multiply-Accumulation" (R01AN0255EJ) explains how to use these multiply-accumulation and rounding operation instructions through intrinsic functions that are extended functions of the RX Family C/C++ compiler (hereafter referred to as compiler).

The following are explanations of image filter programs which utilize the multiply-accumulation instruction supported by the RX family (for details on the theoretical aspects of an image filter, refer to text [2] below and other related documents). Note that the sample programs use the multiply-accumulation instruction through compiler intrinsic functions (intrinsic functions supporting the multiply-accumulation instruction are available at compiler version 1.01 or later).


2. Image Filters

This application note deals with image filters which multiply a total number of nine pixels by 3x3 filter mask coefficients. These pixels include pixel f(x, y) and its surrounding pixels in image f as shown in figure 1.

![Figure 1 3 x 3 Filter Mask Applied to Image f](image-url)
Figure 2 below illustrates the relationship between the pixels of image $f$ and the coefficients of $3 \times 3$ filter mask $w$.

Suppose that the input image pixel is $f(x, y)$ and the $3 \times 3$ filter mask coefficient is $w(s, t)$. Pixel $g(x, y)$ of the image output by the filter process can be expressed as follows:

$$g(x, y) = \sum_{s=-1}^{1} \sum_{t=-1}^{1} w(s, t) \times f(x + s, y + t)$$

This process simply means multiplying the pixels and mask coefficients together in sequence and adding up the products. Thus, it can utilize the RX family’s multiply-accumulation instruction. This chapter explains several examples of an image filter which can be implemented using the mechanism above. The filter explanation is based on the sample image shown in figure 3.
2.1 Smoothing Filters
This section describes smoothing filters which smooth out gradations in images. Smoothing filters soften an image by averaging the value of a pixel with its surrounding pixels. They are available for purposes such as to obscure images and eliminate noise.

Figure 4 shows two typical examples of a smoothing filter mask. The filter on the left finds the arithmetic average value for the $3 \times 3$ mask in a straightforward manner. The filter on the right finds the average value by weighting the pixels in the center. Both filter masks need to divide the result of filtering by the total number of coefficients to calculate an average value.
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Figure 4   Smoothing Filter Masks (Left: Arithmetic Average, Right: Weighted Average)

Figure 5 shows examples of applying the smoothing filters above to the sample image.

\[\text{Figure 5} \quad \text{Example Outputs of the Smoothing Filters} \quad \text{(Left: Arithmetic Average, Right: Weighted Average)}\]

2.2 Edge Detection Filters
This section describes the Sobel and Prewitt filters used for detecting edges in an image. This edge detection simply means image processing which highlights or extracts the area having steep gradations in an image.

Figure 6 shows the two Sobel filter masks. One is available for horizontal edge detection and the other for vertical edge detection.
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Figure 6   Sobel Filter Masks (Left: Horizontal, Right: Vertical)

Figure 7 shows examples of applying the Sobel filters above to the sample image.
Figure 7  Example Outputs of the Sobel Filters (Left: Horizontal, Right: Vertical)

Figure 8 shows the two Prewitt filter masks. One is available for horizontal edge detection and the other for vertical edge detection like the Sobel filter masks.

Figure 8  Prewitt Filter Masks (Left: Horizontal, Right: Vertical)

Figure 8 shows examples of applying the Prewitt filters above to the sample image.

Figure 9  Example Outputs of the Prewitt Filters (Left: Horizontal, Right: Vertical)
2.3 Sharpening Process (Laplacian Filter)

This section describes the image sharpening process (unsharp masking) with the Laplacian filter. Figure 10 shows an example of the Laplacian filter mask.
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**Figure 10  Laplacian Filter Mask**

Figure 11 shows an example of applying the Laplacian filter above to the sample image. Note that the pixel values for the image shown are properly scaled.

**Figure 11  Example Output of the Laplacian Filter (after Scaling)**

Simply put, the Laplacian filter extracts gradation changes (contours) by subtracting the average value (equal to the result of smoothing) of the surrounding pixels from the pixel value of an original image. These contours can be added to the original image to sharpen the image. When writing a program, note that the output of the Laplacian filter might fall outside the range between the maximum and minimum pixel values of an original image and that this output, when added to the original image, might also exceed the maximum pixel value.

Figure 12 shows examples of the Sharpening Process with the Laplacian filter applied to the sample image.

**Figure 12  Examples of the Sharpening Process (Left: Original Image, Right: Sharpened Image)**
3. Image Filter Programs

This chapter describes the image filter programs which utilize the RX family’s multiply-accumulation instruction.

3.1 Image Data Structure

For simplicity, the explanation below assumes that the image filter programs handle a grayscale image which is 320 pixels wide \( \times \) 240 pixels high. Each pixel, expressed with a 16-bit signed integer for utilizing the RX family’s multiply-accumulation instruction, can have any values ranging from 0 through 255 (0: Black, 255: White). The following code fragment defines the image size:

```c
/* constant(s) */
#define WIDTH   320     /* image width */
#define HEIGHT  240     /* image height */
```

3.2 Filter Mask Structure

Like image data, each filter mask is expressed with an array of 16-bit signed data for using the RX family’s multiply-accumulation instruction. The filter masks are of 3 \( \times \) 3 matrix so that there are in all nine coefficients to be stored in an array. However, the set of coefficients on the same line starts at a 32-bit boundary, and because of this, padding is inserted at the end of each line. This is shown in the following pseudo code:

```c
int16_t w[12] = {
    w(-1,-1),  w(0,-1),  w(1,-1),  /* padding */ 0,
    w(-1, 0),  w(0, 0),  w(1, 0),  /* padding */ 0,
    w(-1, 1),  w(0, 1),  w(1, 1),  /* padding */ 0,
};
```

Note that the coefficients can be considered 16-bit signed integers or fixed-point data depending on the type of filter. Fixed-point data are expressed as 16-bit signed data which include a decimal point between b15 and b14 as shown in figure 13. The coefficients can be set to any value from –1.0 to 1.0.

![Figure 13 - Fixed-point Data Format](image)

3.3 Filter Functions

A filter function takes in an input image and filter mask as arguments, applies the filter mask to the image and puts out a different image. This section separately shows the program codes using integer coefficients of a filter mask and those using fixed-point coefficients.

Below is filter function `filter_macw1` which uses fixed-point coefficients of a filter mask. This function creates an image by applying filter mask to image `f` and outputs the created image to `g`.

```c
int16_t w[12] = {
    w(-1,-1),  w(0,-1),  w(1,-1),  /* padding */ 0,
    w(-1, 0),  w(0, 0),  w(1, 0),  /* padding */ 0,
    w(-1, 1),  w(0, 1),  w(1, 1),  /* padding */ 0,
};
```
/* Apply filter mask to image f and output the result to g (using the fixed-point coefficients). */
#include <machine.h>

void filter_macw1(int16_t *f, int16_t *g, int16_t mask[12])
{
    int x, y;
    int16_t *r1 = f;
    int16_t *r2 = r1 + WIDTH;
    int16_t *r3 = r2 + WIDTH;
    int16_t *ro = g + WIDTH;

    /* Note: Do not filter the pixels on the edges (four sides) of the image. */
    for (y = 0; y < HEIGHT - 2; y++) {
        for (x = 0; x < WIDTH - 2; x++) {
            ro[x + 1] = (int16_t) (macw1(r1 + x, mask, 3)
                             + macw1(r2 + x, mask + 4, 3)
                             + macw1(r3 + x, mask + 8, 3));
        }
        r1 += WIDTH;
        r2 += WIDTH;
        r3 += WIDTH;
        ro += WIDTH;
    }
}

Below is filter function filter_mac1 which uses integer coefficients of a filter mask. filter_mac1 creates an image by applying filter mask to image f and outputs the created image to g like filter_macw1.

/* Apply filter mask to image f and output the result to g (using the integer coefficients). */
void filter_mac1(int16_t *f, int16_t *g, int16_t mask[12])
{
    int x, y;
    int16_t *r1 = f;
    int16_t *r2 = r1 + WIDTH;
    int16_t *r3 = r2 + WIDTH;
    int16_t *ro = g + WIDTH;

    /* Note: Do not filter the pixels on the edges (four sides) of the image. */
    for (y = 0; y < HEIGHT - 2; y++) {
        for (x = 0; x < WIDTH - 2; x++) {
            ro[x + 1] = (int16_t) (mac1(r1 + x, mask, 3)
                                   + mac1(r2 + x, mask + 4, 3)
                                   + mac1(r3 + x, mask + 8, 3));
        }
        r1 += WIDTH;
        r2 += WIDTH;
        r3 += WIDTH;
        ro += WIDTH;
    }
}
Note that the filter functions above do not filter the pixels on the edges (four sides) of an input image. Filtering these pixels is impossible unless required surrounding pixels are provided in some way. The process is simplified to avoid complexity of the programs.
3.4 Pixel Scaling Function
Below is function equalize which properly scales the values of image pixels. This function is used in the image sharpening process.

```c
/* Scale the pixel values of image image to values within the range of 0 to 255. */
void equalize(int16_t *image)
{
    int16_t *p;
    int min, max;

    min = max = image[0];
    for (p = image + 1; p < image + WIDTH * HEIGHT; p++) {
        if (*p < min) {
            min = *p;
        }
        if (*p > max) {
            max = *p;
        }
    }
    for (p = image; p < image + WIDTH * HEIGHT; p++) {
        *p = (int16_t) (((*p - min) * 255) / (max - min));
    }
}
```

3.5 Image Data Add-up Function
Below is function image_add which adds up pixel values of two images. This function is used in the image sharpening process like function equalize described in the previous section.

```c
/* Add the pixel values of image g to the pixel values of image f. */
void image_add(int16_t *f, const int16_t *g)
{
    int i;

    for (i = 0; i < WIDTH * HEIGHT; i++) {
        *f++ += *g++;
    }
}
```
4. Sample Programs

This chapter shows samples of the image filter programs described in the previous chapter.

4.1 Environment for Executing the Sample Programs

The environment for executing the sample programs is as follows.

```c
/* local variable(s) */
static int16_t buf[WIDTH * HEIGHT];
static int16_t test_image[WIDTH * HEIGHT] = {
    /* include "image.h"
}
};

/* bitmap and palette */
uint8_t bitmap[WIDTH * HEIGHT];
const uint32_t palette[256] = {
    /* include "palette.h"
}
};

/* Output image img to bitmap. */
void put_image(const int16_t *img)
{
    int i, c;

    for (i = 0; i < WIDTH * HEIGHT; i++) {
        c = img[i];
        if (c < 0) {
            c = 0;
        } else if (c > 255) {
            c = 255;
        }
        bitmap[i] = (uint8_t) c;
    }
}
```

Variables buf and test_image store image data. Variable buf is used as a working image buffer. It mainly stores the output of the image filter. Variable test_image stores the sample image data (initial data are defined in header file “image.h”).

Variables bitmap and palette constitute a bitmap (8-bit index color) for displaying images in the integrated development environment (High-performance Embedded Workshop). The sample program calls function put_image which then converts the specified image data and writes the conversion results into the bitmap. Variable palette stores grayscale color data in RGB888 format which are associated with indexes 0 through 255 (initial data are defined in the header file “palette.h”).

The image written into the bitmap can be displayed in the High-performance Embedded Workshop. For details of how to display it in the High-performance Embedded Workshop, refer to the next section.
4.2 Bitmap Image Display

To display the bitmap image (bitmap) in the integrated development environment (High-performance Embedded Workshop)'s window, follow these steps:

1. Select "Screen" > "Graphic" > "Image" menu from the High-performance Embedded Workshop's menu bar.
2. The "Image Property" dialog box opens. (Refer to figure 14.)
3. Select "RGB" as "Mode" in "Color Data" in the dialog box.
4. Select "8 bits (Index Color) from the "Bit/Pixel" menu in the dialog box.
5. Select the symbol "_bitmap" from the "Data address" menu in the dialog box.
6. Select the symbol "_palette" from the "Palette address" menu in the dialog box.
7. Type 320 (bitmap width) in the "Width" edit box in the dialog box.
8. Type 240 (bitmap height) in the "Height" edit box in the dialog box.
9. Click the OK button to close the dialog box.
10. The High-performance Embedded Workshop's window opens to display the image.

![Image Properties Dialog Box](Figure 14 "Image Property" Dialog Box)
4.3 Sample Smoothing Filters

Below are programs serving as smoothing filter masks. smoothing_mask_1 calculates an arithmetic average. smoothing_mask_2 calculates an weighted average.

```c
int16_t smoothing_mask_1[12] = {
    3640, 3640, 3640, /* padding */ 0,
    3640, 3640, 3640, /* padding */ 0,
    3640, 3640, 3640, /* padding */ 0,
};

int16_t smoothing_mask_2[12] = {
    2048, 4096, 2048, /* padding */ 0,
    4096, 8192, 4096, /* padding */ 0,
    2048, 4096, 2048, /* padding */ 0,
};
```

The coefficients for these masks are 16-bit singed fixed-point data. Smoothing filters need to divide the result of filtering by the total number of coefficients to calculate an average value. In this example, a separate division process is already performed for each coefficient.

Below are sample programs which use the smoothing filter masks above. These masks contain fixed-point coefficients. Thus, the filter function used is filter_macw1 for fixed-point data.

```c
/* Test image smoothing (1) */
memset(buf, 0, sizeof buf);
filter_macw1(test_image, buf, smoothing_mask_1);
put_image(buf);

/* Test image smoothing (2) */
memset(buf, 0, sizeof buf);
filter_macw1(test_image, buf, smoothing_mask_2);
put_image(buf);
```

4.4 Sample Edge Detection Filters

Below are programs serving as the Sobel filter masks. sobel_h_mask is a horizontal filter mask. sobel_v_mask is a vertical filter mask.

```c
/* Sobel (horizontal) edge detection filter */
int16_t sobel_h_mask[12] = {
    -1,  0,  1, /* padding */ 0,
    -2,  0,  2, /* padding */ 0,
    -1,  0,  1, /* padding */ 0,
};

/* Sobel (vertical) edge detection filter */
int16_t sobel_v_mask[12] = {
    -1, -2, -1, /* padding */ 0,
    0,  0,  0, /* padding */ 0,
    1,  2,  1, /* padding */ 0,
};
```

Below are sample programs which use the filter masks above. These filter masks contain integer coefficients. Thus, the filter function used is filter_mac1 for integers.
/* Test image edge detection (Sobel, horizontal) */
memset(buf, 0, sizeof buf);
filter_macl(test_image, buf, sobel_h_mask);
put_image(buf);

/* Test image edge detection (Sobel, vertical) */
memset(buf, 0, sizeof buf);
filter_macl(test_image, buf, sobel_v_mask);
put_image(buf);

Below are sample programs serving as the Prewitt filter masks. prewitt_h_mask is a horizontal filter mask. prewitt_v_mask is a vertical filter mask.

/* Prewitt (horizontal) edge detection filter */
int16_t prewitt_h_mask[12] = {
-1,  0,  1, /* padding */ 0,
-1,  0,  1, /* padding */ 0,
-1,  0,  1, /* padding */ 0,
};

/* Prewitt (vertical) edge detection filter */
int16_t prewitt_v_mask[12] = {
-1, -1, -1, /* padding */ 0,
0,  0,  0, /* padding */ 0,
1,  1,  1, /* padding */ 0,
};

Below are sample programs which use the filter masks above. These masks contain integer coefficients. Thus, the filter function used is filter_macl for integers.

/* Test image edge detection (Prewitt, horizontal) */
memset(buf, 0, sizeof buf);
filter_macl(test_image, buf, prewitt_h_mask);
put_image(buf);

/* Test image edge detection (Prewitt, vertical) */
memset(buf, 0, sizeof buf);
filter_macl(test_image, buf, prewitt_v_mask);
put_image(buf);
4.5 Sample Sharpening Process (Laplacian Filter)

Below is a sample program serving as the Laplacian filter mask.

```c
/* Laplacian filter */
int16_t laplacian_mask[12] = {
    -1, -1, -1, /* padding */ 0,
    -1,  8, -1, /* padding */ 0,
    -1, -1, -1, /* padding */ 0,
};
```

Below is a sample sharpening program which uses the filter mask above. This mask contains integer coefficients. Thus, the filter function used is filter_mac1 for integers. This sample program scales the output of the filter, adds the scaled output to the original image, and then performs the scaling process again.

```c
/* Test image sharpening (Laplacian filter) */
memset(buf, 0, sizeof buf);
filter_mac1(test_image, buf, laplacian_mask);
equalize(buf);
put_image(buf);
image_add(buf, test_image);
equalize(buf);
put_image(buf);
```
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General Precautions in the Handling of MPU/MCU Products

The following usage notes are applicable to all MPU/MCU products from Renesas. For detailed usage notes on the products covered by this document, refer to the relevant sections of the document as well as any technical updates that have been issued for the products.

1. Handling of Unused Pins
   Handle unused pins in accord with the directions given under Handling of Unused Pins in the manual.
   — The input pins of CMOS products are generally in the high-impedance state. In operation with an unused pin in the open-circuit state, extra electromagnetic noise is induced in the vicinity of LSI, an associated shoot-through current flows internally, and malfunctions occur due to the false recognition of the pin state as an input signal become possible. Unused pins should be handled as described under Handling of Unused Pins in the manual.

2. Processing at Power-on
   The state of the product is undefined at the moment when power is supplied.
   — The states of internal circuits in the LSI are indeterminate and the states of register settings and pins are undefined at the moment when power is supplied.
   In a finished product where the reset signal is applied to the external reset pin, the states of pins are not guaranteed from the moment when power is supplied until the reset process is completed.
   In a similar way, the states of pins in a product that is reset by an on-chip power-on reset function are not guaranteed from the moment when power is supplied until the power reaches the level at which resetting has been specified.

3. Prohibition of Access to Reserved Addresses
   Access to reserved addresses is prohibited.
   — The reserved addresses are provided for the possible future expansion of functions. Do not access these addresses; the correct operation of LSI is not guaranteed if they are accessed.

4. Clock Signals
   After applying a reset, only release the reset line after the operating clock signal has become stable.
   When switching the clock signal during program execution, wait until the target clock signal has stabilized.
   — When the clock signal is generated with an external resonator (or from an external oscillator) during a reset, ensure that the reset line is only released after full stabilization of the clock signal.
   Moreover, when switching to a clock signal produced with an external resonator (or by an external oscillator) while program execution is in progress, wait until the target clock signal is stable.

5. Differences between Products
   Before changing from one product to another, i.e. to a product with a different part number, confirm that the change will not lead to problems.
   — The characteristics of an MPU or MCU in the same group but having a different part number may differ in terms of the internal memory capacity, layout pattern, and other factors, which can affect the ranges of electrical characteristics, such as characteristic values, operating margins, immunity to noise, and amount of radiated noise. When changing to a product with a different part number, implement a system-evaluation test for the given product.
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